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Dr. Howerton, Ladies and Gentlemen:

It is a wreat pleasure for me to pcrticipate in your Institute, and I am very honored that I hod been
invited to discuss critical abstracts. May I emphasize that I am particularly pleased by the timing of
this talk, but please, let me defer the explanation to the end of this presentation. I am affiliated with
Applied Mechcnics Revwews, at the Southwest Re.earch Institute in San Antonio, Texas. My coauthor

is C~r. Ottilie Amminger.

History of Critical Abstracts
In due respect to history, I regret that I cannot tell you that critical abstracts started with the

ancient Greeks. It is true that Plutarch in his "Nine Lives" comparing famous Greeks and Romans was
certainly critical, but this was the criticl review of the life of a person and net a critical review of
a publication. So, to go to the birth of critical abstracts, I have to skip a few centuries.

On the slide (Figure 1), we have compiled a short history of critical abstracts. You will notice
the fits? entry is the "Journal des Scavans." This publication started in France and the background
is the following: Colbert, the Secretary of Finance and Commerce of Louis XIV, realized that the mem-
bers of the French Academy were engaged in intensive correspondence with each other and that the
scientific material contained in those communications would be useful to others also and could be
compiled in some media. The idea was the conception of the first technical journal. The Journal des
Scavans contained three kinds of information. In one port, published books were criticized. Another part
was, in fact, a collection of obituaries and eulogies of the lives of great scientists and their work. And,
iast but not least, it also contained descriptions of original research in the field of physics and chem-
Sstry.

HISTORY OF CRITICAL REVIEWS*

I ear Publication Country

1665- JOURNAL DES SCAVANTS France
!665. PHILOSOPHICAL IRAPJSAC'TIONS Great Britain
1845.1918 FORTSCHRITTE PER PHVSIK Germanv

19?3 ZESTRALBLATT FUER MATHEMATIK Germany

193449.• ZENTRALBLAT| FUER MECHANIK Germany

1940, MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS USA
1949 APPLIED MECHANICS REVIEWS USA

19-53 REFERATIVNYI ZHURNAL MEKHANIKA USSR
14- PHARMACOLOGICAL REVIEW USA

Figure 1

A few months later, the "Philosophical Transactions" were started in Great Britain and, as you
know, they were initioed and sponsored by the Royal Society. It is interesting that Loth the Journal des
Scavans and the Philosophical Transactions are still in existence, except that the word "Scavans" is
now spelled "Savants." From then on, there was a long pause until 1845, when the magazine "Fort-
schrltte der Physik" was started in Germany. Since the begin,,ing of the 20th century there has been
however, continued ,ctivity in the field of critical abstract magazines. In Germany, the "Zentralblatt
fuer Mathematik" was started 1n 1931 and "Zentralblatt fuer Mechanik'" in 1934. In this country, "Math-
ematical Reviews" was launched in 1940, und the first volume of Applied Mechanics Reviews appear-
ed in 1948. In the USSR, the Referativnyi Zhurnal Mekhanika, AMR's counterpart, began in 1953. There
are quite a few critical magazines which I do not list on the slide. But, just as an example of another
kind of review magazine, the "Pharmacological Review" is listed which is different from the o thers
given in the table, insofar as it is an annual evaluation written by one person surveying the specific
;,eld and critically evaluating pertinent publications. You will have notice? that the criticc, review

t~urnals cre all dealing with the physical sciences, except the last mentioned which is in the tield of
medicine or life scienc'-s. I would like to mention that workers in life sciences are relying much more
on Indexes and Title Listings than on Abstract Services.



Incidentally, it is quite interesting to notice:the Referativnyi Zhumal Mekhanika is only one of ihe
twenty magazines of the Referativnyi Zhumol series. The format, printing, etc., of this Zhurnal are ex-
actly the same as the other Reierativnyi Zhurnals. There is, however, a great variation with regard to
criticality. The difference is the greatest between the chemistry and mechanics section. The first con-
tains plain abstracts; in the mechanics section, however, the abstracts n.re critical evaluations. The
situation thus is somewhat sim lor to !ie situot.cen in this country with Chem-Abstract versus Applied
Mechanics Reviews. Interesting enough, the criticism is much more pointed in the USSR ,-view journals
than in the critical review magazines published in the USA.

What is Reviewed ?
I would like to say a few words about reviews. But reviews of h-hat? First of all, we should include

in the listing also unpublished manuscripts which are sent to the editor of a primary journal and which
the editor sends to the "referee" or several "referees." The manuscript seen on the slide (Figure 2)

is subject to a so-called confidential-type reviewing. This is the most thorough reviewing process, for
based upon the opinion of the referee, the paper will either be accepted or rejected. Next, I would mention
papers and books (Figure 3). rhey are reviewed in review magazines, Ind while book reviews a;e fewer
in number, they are, nevertheless, quite important since they refer to rxpensive publications. The reade,

LKIM M&~ MAHMIWPT &No Am o 6WLM AND NEW PERICAL

Figure 2, 3, 4,

frequently makes his decision to buy or not to buy based on a review. Then, there are some specialized
critical review services such as we have recently started at Applied Mechanics Reviews, as shown on
the slide (Figure 4): the critical reviewing of technical films and the critical evaluation of entirely new
periodicals, i.e., Volume 1, Number I of a magazine.

Media for Critical Reviews
Now, let us see what are the media of critical reviews (Figure 5). The medium might be a confiden-

ti.) letter, a critical abstract ;ournal. It might be a primary otofassional magazine in wh i ch m a i n I y
original papers are published, but which may also contain critical reviews of books and other important
publications.

MEDIA OF CRITICAL REVIEWS

"* Confidential Letter

"e Critical Abstract Journal

* Primary Professional Magazine

" Survey Articles

"e Annual Reviews

* Experimental Data Sheet

Figure 5
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Survey articles written by one person on a specific subject or the previously mentioned annual re-
view belong to this category. We also included in this listing a special kind of "publication," namely,
the experimental data sheet. A case in point is the practice used at Oakridge National Laboratories.
Their experimental data sheets are "critical" in the sense that only those data are listed which are
considered reliable.

Nomenclature
Now, let us look into the nomenclature (Figure 6). We call Applied Mechu..ics Reviews a critical

review in the engineering sciences. I would like to compare first the terms "critical" and "evaluative."
We have been using the word "critical" but we found more and more that there is, so to say, a slight
stigma on it. Some people object to the word "critical" because they think in the narrow sense of the
meaning of the word "critical" and consider only the derogatory aspect. We interpret the word "critical"
in both ways--to point out what is outstanding, what is not good, or incorrect. In our correspondence, we
now use more and more the term "evaluative." As a matter of fact, our new recently printed review form
has the overprint "Evaluative Review" as a reminder.

NOMENCLATUF.E

L CRITICAL JEAUTV

S~REVIEW

Figure 6

Now, I would like to speak about the term "abstract" versus "review." If you use the word "criti-
cal abstract," then you know that this refers to an abstract which also includes criticism either at the
end or within the abstract. A few months ago, Dr. Howerton discussed the title of my talk with me and
when he suggested "Critical Abstracts" as the title rather than "Critical R.views," I was quite pleas-
ed since the term "review" actually has two meanings, namely, the compilation of reviews of individual
papers or a review or survey of an entire field. So, in the following, I am going to speak about critical
obstruct (even when using the word review).

Purpose of Critical Abstract
What is the purpose of a critical abstract? One of the purposes of a critical abstract is to help the

reader who is a scientist or an engineer or a medical doctor to decide whether to borrow, buy or ac-,wire
a specific publication (Figure 7). Sometimes, it takes weeks or months to obtain a publication, and if the

Figure 7
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person has hope in it and anticipates thatit might solve his problems, his disappointment will be great
when he finds out tl-at the paper is not what he expected (Figure 8). An additional purpose is to be able
to put the new material in the framework of what you already know.

I Q•. ,

I

Figure 8

I
Now, I would hike to discuss briefly the organization of a critical abstract (Figure 9). Any abstract

gives first the bibliographic information, the "citation," which is followed by the body of the abstract.

By the way, I will not discuss the organization of the abstract proper since the afternoon speaker. Mr.
Burch, is going to discuss this subject in detail. In the left port of the fiqure, the evaluation follows
the abstract. At Applied Mechnnics Reviews, we feel strongly that there should be an additional part
which some persons might consider a part oi the evaluction, namely, the description of the optirnum

ORGANIZATION OF CRITICAL ABS.IRACTS

E|ý- J, ,Ful ,J'

reader-.,hP. As shown in the 'eý- s~dr abstract, iý% fic, ele,-en, a!,e brok", down ,ndividually. A, the

right siae of the iigure, another farina' 1 ,s own wl~ere the e-a!Qat-ve commen~ts are merged with 0-e ob.
L. ~ ~stract Proper. Both syst•ems ha,,e 0-- . in-totes and d,.sadvan~togjes. The right han~d format has the od-

vantage that the abstract is mo• , tv. rea- rd 0ý.f- ýrb •e*ond format has the advritoige that tl~e

user immediately con pi•n dcwn "cý c ,.•- oi•.,•, •: ' .

lI________ _______

I
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Time Lag
Now, let us look into the time log between the publication date of the primary journal and the mention

in the secondary journal. The amount of information a user can get from a title listing, an abstract
magazine or a critical abstract magazine increases in this sequence. The time lag also increases in the
same sequence. It obviously takes more time to evaluate a paper than to simply abstract it. The purpose
of the customer decides which type of service he will use, if there is an alternative. While the time lag
of a critical review is occasionally considerable, I will later show you how, in the near future, this time
Jag could be reduced radically.

Organizaticn of the Editorial Operation of a Critical Abstract Journal
I would like to discuss very briefly with you as one example, the operation of Applied Mechanics

Reviews which is outlined by the flow diagram in Figure 10. In the left column, the 900 periodicals which
we receive from thirty-five countries at the AMR editorial office in the Southwest Research Institute,
San Antonio, Texas, are indicated.

AMR FLOW DIAGRAM

900 Editorial 1500 Critical Editorial Publisher, Readers in
Publications Office Reviewers Office Printer 30 Countries

P, CI R,

SWRII

S-TITLES

AUTHORS' ABSTRACTS

Figure 10

The publications are scanned paper by paper. As a result of this scanning, it is first decided whether
to send a paper out for a critical review or to discard it. (A small fraction of papers is given by title
only or by author's abstract). If it is decided to send the paper out for review, the proper subject and
topicality classification is devised for matching the papers with the reviewers. Eight thousand papers
are matched per year with some 1500 reviewers who reside in some twenty-six countries. The reviewers
return the reviews to the editorial office and from there the reviews go to the publisher, The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers in New York City. From our publisher, through our printer, the month-
ly is;.je of AMR, which is printed in 5.00 copies, is forwarded to readers in some thirty countries.

I list wont to menticn that the sco'e of our magazine is such that we have serious problems due to
the grwth rate of literature but are still small enough that we can swiftly change our procedures and
experiment with new methods without too much expense or complexity. Applied Mechanics Reviews has,
for example, an experimental information rethieval project - the WADEX - Word and Authors inDEX, a
computer-m.:ade index based on titles of magazines. I don't want to speak nbout the project, for this
is not the subject of the talk.
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Reviewer Invitation at AMR
The reviewer is really the most important part in the whole operation (Figure 11) and I would like

to discuss briefly the invitation system. Reviewers are invited on recommendation of other reviewers.

Occasionally, we receive self-solicitations. In this case, we write to other persons i- the same geo-
graphic area who are our reviewers to get some notion about the person with regard to his standing,
his major interests, and the type of work he is doinq.

Figure 11

Also, we carefully follow the technical literature and invite as reviewers authors of outstanding

publications. But this approach is not always successful. A person might be very interested in publish-

ing, but not necessarily willing to write an adequate number of critical reviews.

Reviewer Assignment at AMR
The purpose of assignments is to match a publication with a reviewer from point of view of subject

field, language, and topicality. An ideal assignment also has to take into account the reviewer's avail-

able time, major interests, phobias, etc. At AMR, assignments are presently done with a manual card
file produced by data processing equipment. Random numbers are used to avoid alphabetic bias. It is
recognized that the quality of the critical abstract is, to the greatest extent, a function of the proper
selection of a reviewer. To get a good review, the reviewer must be interested in the paper.

The difficulties in making an ideal assignmren have to be appreciated. For example, we cannot be
immediately aware of changes in the reviewer's working conditions, interests, etc. Even if the specific

conditions were well known, the needed response in assignment has to be based either on memory or,
in case of computer assignment, 3n proper coding of the information. An editor of another secondary
service commented one ".me on the difficulty to code information such as the following: one of his criti-
cal abstractors is in Viet Nam. He is teaching in the morning, working in the rice fields in the afternoon
and fighting at night. He asked, "how can this be coded for the computer?"

Reviewer Motivation
What is the motivation of the reviewers? I th;nk here we should first discuss briefly the compen-

sating on.1 the noncompensating system. The majority of the abstracting or critical abstracting services
does not pay the abstractors. Even if they pay, the payment is qui'e nominal. We feel that if a profes-
sional person is spending his time to critically evaluate another person's work, he is not doing it for

economic reasons. I think the most important aspect of this kind of activity is that the person feels he
is making a contribution to his profession. He knows his *,ame will be printed following the critical

abstract. At universities, reviewing frequently counts as a literary, professional activity. Occasionally,
we receive requests from reviewers to supply them with a list of the reviews they have written for AMR.

Another fringe advantage for the reviewer is that, in many cases, he will receive a publication of in-
terest to him much earlier than otherwise. Lost, but not least, the publication becomes the property
of the reviewer.
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Type of Review Assignment
What kinds of review assignments do we have? We con either assign individual papers or books to a

critical abstractor or on entire periodical can be sent regularly to one reviewer. From point of view of
the editorial operation, the latter obviously is the simplest, most expedient method, but the evaluation

of the ind vidual papers will not be so colorful if only one reviewer is involved who might consistently
Make one kind of error or have a particular b-as. We prefer making the assignments paper by paper. The
mciority of critical review magazines uses the some practice. Chemical Abstracts, which is a non-criti-
cal abstract journal and, incidentally, the oldest and largest, applies both. Many papers are assigned
by CA to their abstractors individually, but they also have assignments of complete journals to one
abstractor. Th.- latter obviously requires that the periodical have c relatively homogeneous topicality.
but even this me*hod, while feasible for an abstract journal, is not advisable for a critical review maga-
z:ne.

To receive good critical reviews, it is quite important to have a good review-preparation guide. But
even if the guide is good and sent with every assignment, it does not guarantee that the reviewer will
actually read it every time he is preparing a review. We frequently change the review-preparation guide
in style or color of paper, ',tc., to alert him.

Translation Problems at AMR
What ore the translation problems? Translation problems in critical abstracting services are, for-

.unately, much smaller than is generally believed. The reviewer who is an expert in the field usually
reviews the article without first translating the primary publication word by word. By the way, it is

estimated by exnerts engaged in linguistic research that in translation activities, ninety per cent of the
time is trlken up formulating the sentences with the proper grammar and writing out the translation, and
only ten per !ent understanding the text, provided the person is proficient in the language and is fairly

familiar with the field. Like other critical abstracting magazines, we have problems in certain lan-
guages where we d-) not have an adequate number of reviewers.

Our only translation activity refers to the bibliographic information or citation and is done in the
editoricl office. We found three kinds of problems in connection with dictionaries: (1) If several persons
are using a set of dictionaries to locate a given dictionary of a particular language; (2) If several mean-
ings of a foreign word are given in the dictionary to pick the right one; and (3) Whei, lo equivalent term

in English can be found for the foreign word. We ore trying to improve this situation for our operation
and I would like to describe on what we are working now. First, I would like to tell you what the activity
is and then give you the name, which is really a joke rather than a proper denomination. We have
systematically compiled 1,000 Important technical terms in applied mechanics for the project which,
from this point of view, is an activity referring to a microdictionary. But unlike other dictionaries,

we will have, on the left-hand side, alphabetically merged words in ten different languages and, on
the right-hand side, the corresponding English words. Worksheets were sent out to reviewers to supply
us with the foreign word equivalents from memory. One and only one equivalent word is to be used. This
project is not yet completed. We call it a "Babel's Bible." It is for our own use. We shall give it out
also to those who helped us to compile the equivalent words.

Another difficulty of title translations, in addition to the dictionary problem, is that titles are
usually very ccndensed and every word certainly must be properly translated to be meaningful.

Editing at AMR
Besides the usual problems of editing, there are additional problems we have to face: the problem

of taking out offending statements, and believe it or not, we have quite a few. While we want to be

critical, we do not want to be offending. Also, there is the problem of idiomatic English. Many foreign
reviewers are not familiar with the fine nuances of words. This might result in misunderstandings. The
editing tries to clarify ambiguities though there is a slight danger that the reviewer's meaning might
be misinterpreted in the course of editing.

Evaluation of Critical Reviews at AMR
We state that Applied Mechanics Reviews is a critical review of the world literature in engineering

sciences. We are aware that in addition to the published author's abstracts and titles, also some of
4 te signed reviews in AMR are not critical. Therefore, we realized that we should have some method
for evaluating regularly published reviews. This evaluation program has started quite recently. We did



not have any experience of our own and to our knowledge, no one else has made a similar survey. Let
me describe what we do. We code each review (Figure 12). The code contains the rev i ewe r number
(each reviewer is designated by a number for data processing purposes), the volume number of AMR in
which the review appeared follows, then the item number and a three digit number. This number repre-
sents the coded evaluation of the review which is done by a professional person. The first digit
refers to the type of the publication, whether it is a paper or book. The second digit refers to the
"degree of criticality," namely, whether the review is noncritical, slightly critical, critical, or criti-
cal with irrelevant comments. The last digit refers to the optimum readership, whether it ;s suggested or
not. These evaluations which we have done for all reviews in the AMR issues of 1963, 1964 or.J 1965,

EVALUATION OF CRITICAL ABSTRACTS

Reviewer Critical Abstract Critical Abstract Explanation of Codes
No. Number Evaluation

Volume , Item

XXXXX XX XXXXX XXX A=Publication

ABC 0 Paper 0 Book

S. B Degree of criticality

Example, *Noncritical *Slightly critical

20556 :7 06543 131 *Critical *Critical with
irrelevant comments

C=Readership ruggested
_ Yes *No

Figure 12

give us an idea where we stand. We can pinpoint reviewers who consistently write noncritical abstrz1cls
and those who are critical with irrelevant comments. I do not want to go into a discussion of the result
of our survey, but I can assure you even this simple kind of evaluation took quite a bit of time and effort.

Publication Growth
Next, I would like to discuss the question of "literature explosion" which I prefer to call "pub-

lication growth." We have recently received a very valuable report prepared by W. Desmond at the Library
of Congress (Figure 13) on this subject. In her report, she defines periodicals very conservatively. For
the period 1960 to 1969, she estimates a total number of current publications around 50,0CC. The report

NUMRIR 01 SCIINT1IlC I1 IICHNICAt IPURIICAtION IC

I\\,'•, ,i, 9 39 ,

Figure 13
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indicates that not only the number of periodicals is increasing, but also that the number and length of
papers per periodical are on an upward trend. In addition to the increasing number and size of periodi-
cals, another factor also complicates the situation. It is the proliferation of media available for printed
communication of technical ideas. The next slide (Figure 14) gives some idea of the variety of media

SOME MEDIA FOR PRINTED TECHNICAL INFORMATION

"* Thesis * Paper (in bound volume)

"* Report * Paper in trade magazine

"* Technical Note 0 Symposium

"* Patent * Proceedings (publ. regularly)

e Company Publication * Proceedings (publ. irregularly)

"* Advance Copy * Anniversary Volume
"* Paper in Technical Magazine 9 Advances In----

"* Discussion of Paper in Tech. Mag. 0 Book, Handbook,

Figure 14

for printed technical information. This list suggests that the same information may be published in
different media. Unfortunately, this happens quite frequently.

Eftect of Critical Abstracts on Literature Explosion
Let me show you bow, according to our conviction, critical abstracts can help to curb, to some

extent, the "illegitimate" part of the publication growth (Figure 15). The technical literature is exposed

INFLUENCE OF CRITICAL ABSTRACT UPON PUBLICATION GROWTH

TECHNICAL
LITERATURE r1

P_ CRITICAL ABSTRACT J - v

BOOK PUBLISHERS

JOURNAL EDITORS

Figure 15

to the critical abstiacting process, and what is published in critical reviews influences book publishers
and editors of primary journals. Critical abstracts are definitely a feedback to the editors and the pub-
lishers on the value of the author's work. As a matter of fact, book reviews are considered so importc~nt
t'hat there even exists an abstract journal of critical book reviews.
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Future
What about the future? No doubt, more use will be made of computers. But this might lead to either

one of two extremes. One extreme is the predominant use of SD! (Selective Distribution Information) which
means that only those persons who are primarily interested in it will get a particular publication or
notification of it. This would lead to a smaller and smaller number of printed technical publications, and
eventually result in the death of the technical periodical or journol as it now exists. I think selective
information retrieval is a good thing, but I believe also that the death of the technical periodical would
be a horrible situation for this would kill the author's initiative. Also, without technical magazines,
there is no browsing, cross-fertilization or stimulation.

The other extreme is using computers and instant mecns of communication. It might sound like a
Jules Verne story - what I call the TELE-REVIEW SYSTEM. The next slide (Figure 16) shows what I

TNEORY

or

SMELLS-

Figure 16

mean by a Tele-Review System. Editor and critical reviewer, each sits in front of a special telewriting-
speaking unit. On a call signal, the title and the author's abstract of a paper would be televised from
the editor to the reviewer. If the reviewer is interested in preparing a critical abstract, he pushes a
button and a hard copy of the entire paper is printed out at his end. He con sperd a day or so looking
the paper over. When ready, he calls the editor by pushing a button. Again a button is pushed so that the
author's abstract appears once more on each screen. With an electronic pencil, the reviewer erases or
adds certain words in the abstract and changes it into a critical abstract. The critical evaluation is
added at the end or in the text of the abstract. This writing appears immediately in the typefont in
which the critical abstract is to be published. The computer would change the print-out from one type-
font to another and also justify the right hand side. The editor watches the whole activity of the re-
viewer on his screen. If he approves the critical abstract, then a print-out comes out at his end.
Obviously, on his screen he can also make additions and deletions, thus they could communicate simul-
taneously in voice and in writing.

By the way, all hardware components to this dream systcm are already available. Only the economi-
cal aspect of this instant two-way communication has to be solved.
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Summary
The purpose of critical abstracts is to help the scientific workers and engineers to decide what

to buy, borrow oi acquire. By using computers, the time lag of a critical abstract will radically decrease
in the future. Despite extensive future use of data processing equipment and computers, the reviewer
(critical abstractor) will still remain the key of the operation. Critical abstracts will certainly help to
control the literature explosion. It is felt that the actual problem is to find, so to speak, a needle in the
haystack. Feedback to the editors and publishers is, I think, a very important facet of critical abstracting.

Epilogue
I would like to finish this discussion by telling you that this month we celebrate the 300th anniver-

sary of critical abstracts which were published for the first time in the Journal des Scavants which,
incidentally, was also the first technical magazine.

Acknowledgment
Applied Mechanics Reviews is sponsored by several government agencies such as the Naticnal

Science ?oundation, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, and the Office of Naval Research.
Dr. Joseph Shipman, Director of Linda Hall Library, helped us to compile the historical data and

supplied us with photocopies from the Journal des Scavants and the Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society. The authors express their appreciation.

Thank you.
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Discussion
Chairman (Dr. Howerton): Thank you, ,r. Juhasz. Are there any questions?

Question: What is evaluated by the reviewer? The accuracy of the work, the usefulness of the work,

its novelty?

Speaker: We have a checklist of items which a reviewer should consider when preparing his critical
review, and I want to cite some of them: originality, sophistication, clarity, conciseness of the paper;
thoroughness of investigation, experimental verification of theoreticcl analysis; mathematical level;
errors in concept, errors in derivations; typesetting errors; familiarity with related literature;
extent of referencing; mention of optimum readership. Obviously, critical abstract preparation is an

art and not a science. When we assign a code number to a critical abstract, this is just to have some

guide to the reviewer's accomplishment.

Question: What is the time lag between the publication of the critical abstract and the primary magazine?

Speaker: I want to tell you the two extremes. First, I start with "infinite" time lag. And I am speaking
about infinity, since unfortunately in some rare occasions, the reviewer loses a publication which is
very hard to obtain, and our efforts to get another copy from the publisher are unsuccessful. The
other extreme is that special efforts are made to cut down the time lag as much as possible. Such an
occasion presented itself in connection with the International Congr.;ss of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics last fall in Munich, Germany. AMR had a big exhibit featuring a flow diagram of Applied
Mechanics Reviews, and we made an effort to show the !,teps involved in actuJally preparing a critical
review. In this case, the time lag between the publication date of the magazine and the publication
date in AMR was cut down to three months.

I would say that a considerable amount of our material appears in five to six months. But there is
also material one or two year- old, mostly critical abstracts of Soviet or Chinese literature, where we
are short of reviewers. The time lag is not only a question of the speed of tl'e reviewers and "or
the speed of handling in the editorial office. Publishers also delay the procedure. We receive pub-
lications from Roumania and Poland, for example, eight to ten months after the actual publication

dote, and this despite the fact that we are making great efforts and also have voluntary associute
editors in these countries.

Question: Would you plan to cover fields other than applied mechanics?

Speaker: Well, let us put it this way. We do not like to do so; nevertheless, we are obliged to a certain
extent. For example, from the beginning in 1948, AMR has been covering the field of fluid mechanics.

At that time, magnetofluiddynamic dealt only with those aspects of the field which had to do with
stars and stellar nebulae. By now, we know it has to do with many topics such as the drag of a satel-
lite or electric power generation. So, while we do not make any effort to go into new fields, we are
forced, so to speak, to enter into interdisciplinary areas where one of the fields has to do with the

classical applied mechanics proper. We, incidentally, interpret applied mechanics in the broad sense,
as you will see from the subject list (Figure 17). This is our own list, and we have found that by
using our own topic breakdown, we can adapt the field much faster to any new developments than
if we use the Universal Decimal Classification. We know that by not using the UDC system we are
deprivirg ourselves of certain advantages, but we feel that the advantages outweigh the disadvan-
tages.

Question: Do you also publish critical abstracts originally published elsewhere?
Speaker: We are taking some translated abstracts from the Referativnyi Zhurnal: Mekhanika. They refer

to papers published in niagazines either not available in this country or hard-to-get. Now, I will tell
you what the problem is there. The translations are made in Great Britain by the Ministry of Aviation.

They have been sending them to us without charge. In earlier days, we gave credit to the source. But
after we followed this practice for several years, believe it or not, they informed us that they do not
want us to give them credit for translations. It appears -that the translations of critical abstracts
from the Referativnyi Zhurnal: Mekhanika are mostly prepared by nontechnical persons, and the quality
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is often rather poor. In light of the importance of this material, however, we are still using transla-
tions from this source. Also, we are taking an insignificant number of critical abstracts from Mathe-
matical Reviews as they, the some way, do from us.

Question: Do you have a criterion in case of adverse criticism, whether to reject a paper or not?

Speaker: If the paper is quite obviously a "rehash" of a previous publication by the some author,
and does not contain any new information, and we ascertain that the base publication was reviewed,
a critical abstract is not published. This decision might be mode by the editors. If there is, how-
ever, the slightest doubt, the paper is sent to a reviewer whose opinion is used to tip the scale. If
the adverse criticism refers to an inadequacy or indicates the controversial nature of a publication,
we will send it out to a second reviewer, whom we internally call a "control reviewer." We will write
him: "We have received from reviewer A (without mentioning his name) a review of so and so. Would
you please give us your opinion." If reviewer B's opinion coincides with the opinion of reviewer A,
then there is no problem and we do not publish a review of the paper. If the control reviewer writes
that reviewer A is correct in his adverse criticism but, nevertheless, the paper has some meit, we
have to make an editorial decision. Most likely, a combined review will be published. Obviously.
in these cases, the time log increases but these are probably, anyway, less important papers.

Comment: In effect, you are pinning the opinion of the reviewer against the opinion of the author, -he
editor of the journal, and his referees.

Speaker: Many published papers are not refereed prior to publication. Also, the referees might be of
another school of thought than the author. Our reviewers represent a much broader collection of
experts, due to the international natu,' of the reviewer corps.

If the reviewer's opinion is questioned, the "Letter to the Editor" Section allows correction.

AMR's policy concerning letters to The editor is the following: When a letter to the editor is receiv-
ed, it is forwarded to the reviewer, and if the reviewer, in light of the author's opinion, is willing
to modify his opinion, we will publish the reviewer's retraction or modification. IF not, we publis'h,
as a last word, the author's comments. Obviously, we reserve the right to change them, for occasion-
ally, the authors write quite violently, but so might the reviewers.

Question: Do you have abstractors/reviewers actually residing behind the Iron Curtain?

Speaker: We do. We have reviewers in Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Roumani,. As a matter
of fact, we also had one person who resided in the United States, but after completion of his graduate
study, went to Communist China. We do not have any reviewers in Russia.*

We also publish one original survey article prepared by an internationaloy recognized expert
every month in Applied Mechanics Reviews. We have feature articles from authors in Russia, Czecho-
slovakia, Hungary. Last fall, I visited Poland and met quite a few of our Poliih reviewers there. The
standing of the Polish reviewers is quite high. They know English adequately well and their reviews
are reasonably critical.

Question: In one of your slides, you have "readership suggestion, yes; or no." Would you elaborato?
Speaker: Now, what we mean by "readership mention" is the following: We would like the reviewer to

mention that the publicction is good for a research worker, for a faculty member, for a graduate student,
for an undergraduate student, end so on. For a publication which is good for one class of readership
is not necessarily good for another one.

Question: What about slanting of critical abstracts?

Speaker: If the question is asked, "Is this a good critical abstract of this paper?" the question cannot
be answered without knowing "what" readership it is addressing. We found again and again that whon
we used a critical review prepared for Mathematical Reviews by one of our reviewers (we hove, floqle-
ly, some reviewers in common), the reviewer usually complained that his review was written for (

"*Since thir paper was presented, AMR has established reviewership in Russia. mostly in the field of

Automatic Control.
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purely mathematically minded readership and not for Applied Mechanics Reviews. "Next time, please
ask us." Now we know better. Thus, the quality of the critical review is a function not only of the
paper but also the readership.

Question (Cr. Howerton): Co you have much trouble with the transliteration of Russian magazines?
Speaker: I should have mentioned this. There are at least seven kinds of transliteration systems of the

Cyrillic alphabet. The National Federation of Science and Abstracting Services, of which our organ-
lization is a member, now has a standard system which is nearly identical to !he British Standard.
Thus, we do not have problems with our in-house transliterations. But we aor. getting quite a few
magazines which are translated cover-to-cover (and thus, also transliterated) in this country such as,
for example, the Russian magazines translated by the American Institute of Physics. We also use, as
mentioned, translated critical abstracts from the Referativnyi Zhurnal: Mekhanika. This is where
the problem starts. Different organi7 ýtions use different transliteration systems, and even in one
organization such as the Ministry of Aviation, which translates the Referativnyi Zhurnal: Mekhanika,
different kinds of transliteration systems are used.

I think a real problem is that the Library of Congress, which has such a vested interest in its
own system, cannot go over, without enormous effort and expense, to the British system. This is al-
most like changing from the British system to the metric system, or in England and Sweden to change
from left-side driving to right-side driving.

Comment (Cr. Howerton): When I was a CIA, one of my jobs was concerned with the transliteration
problem. There is a law, as you know, that the "Board on Geographic Names" has to use one and
only one given transliteration system for all the geographic names throughout the world. We were
trying to enforce this law within our agency. A very superficial survey showed that nine separate
transliteration systems were being used for the Cyrillic alphabet alone, and the situation was still
worse with Japanese, Chinese and other non-alphabetic languages. I think this is probably one of
the most difficult problems. We also found that ir. different countries outside the Iron Curtain dif-
ferent transliterations are made. For example, the prominent Russian chemist Chugayev is spelled
i.n eleven difforent ways, and yet not all of these start with the letter "C." The first letter of his
name is transliterated differently by a German, French and American transliterator. If the person who
transliterates is a German, he probably transliterates the first letter as "Sh" and the Frenchman
transliterates it as "Tch." If the transliterator happens to be somebody in this country, the first
letter of the name probably is transliterated as "Ch." Well, you can imagine what this does. It is
like indexing the American University under the letter"T".

Speaker: There is another complication, and this is in connection with Chinese and Hungarian names. As
you know, in these two languages the last name is printed before the first name. Now, some of
the editors try to westernize them and, therefore, disregard this habit and present authors' names
in the usual way. The fact that we do not know whether the author's name is cited the usual way or
not occasionally causes a horrible confusion. And I do not know what the solution is.

Question: Why is it necessary to transliterate? Why isn't it accepted to use the Russian names as they
are?

Speaker: Well, I think this question is really a suggestion and an excellent one. I think as soon as char-
acter reading with computers is in operation, we will not have to transliterate, but only to transpose
the Cyrillic letters into another typefont. Incidentally, I want to point out that Mathematical Reviews
is not translating its German, French and Itaiian reviews. They are published in the original lan-
guage. Now, this has, obviously, the advantage that all ambiguity due to translation is avoided, but
on the other side, it excludes a part of the readership who does not know the languages.

Comment (Cr. Howerton): Sometimes reverse transliteration becomes a problem; for example, my name
starts with "H" in English, and as there is no "H" in the Russian language, it comes out as
"GOVERTON" in Russian. And if you try to come back with it then, for example, in a citation
index, I would be buried as a "G" instead of being under "H".
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Question: How do you treat mogazir.es which are translated cover to cover? Is a reviewer from U.S.A.
or abroad selected?

Speaker: Articles appearing in magazines which are translated cover-to-cover are critically reviewed
if in AMR's field. Whether the original or translated articles ore used depends upon availability of
reviewers in the given language and field. In case of reviewing a pubiication in a foreign language,
the selection of a reviewer, whether in this country or abroad, also depends upon availability. In-
cidentally, the fact that the reviewer is abroad is really not a delay factor as publications sent by
airmail can arrive anywhere within 3 or 4 days. Mail to India, Japan and Australia takes a little long-
er The only factor you might consider is that if you use airmail, you lose the advantage of the low
book rate. Thus, bulky books ore not sent too far away fo review purpose.

Question: I don't quite understand the criteria you use for refusing to publish a critical review. Con you
go over that again?

Speaker: In cose of books, their level occasionally is quite elementary and this might be stated by the
reviewer. Then his suggestion can be taken as a hint that no critical review should be published. In
case of a book in the field of AMR and on AMR readership level, however, a critical abstract will be
included in AMR even if the reviewer outlines quite a few shortcomings. In case of papers, no
review is published of the paper if it does not c-ntain any novelty, and the fact is ascertained by a
"control reviewer," and a review of the original publication has appeared in AMR. Very rarely,
papers are excluded which claim originality even if two reviewers of different schools or different
geographical areas agree that t+e paler has erroneous conclusion, faulty derivation, definitions ore
lacking, etc.

Closing (Dr. Howerton): Thank you, Cr. Juhasz.
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